Hemispheres

THREE PERFECT DAYS

SHANGHAI

PLUS CELEBRATING THE TOUR DE FRANCE AT 100 // THE HEMI Q&A PUTS MARC MARON ON THE COUCH // THE ASTON MARTIN VANQUISH, LICENSED TO THRILL // DINING SPECIAL: CULINARY COMEBACKS, GASTROPUB WIZARDRY, THE KIMCHI CRAZE AND MORE
**IDEAL GUEST:** While no slouch in the luxury department, this resort tends to suit those who enjoy the occasional surge of adrenaline. Whether you go for the 40-foot option or something a bit lower, the cliff-jumping platforms are bound to get your fight-or-flight impulse in gear. For the more sedate, there’s snorkeling, as well as sunbathing and a dozen other varieties of lazing around.

**WHAT YOU’LL FIND JUST OUTSIDE:** The main road through Negril is close by, allowing for quick trips to the local craft market. There are plenty of vantage points from which to take in the island’s absurdly lovely sunsets, and equally good people-watching opportunities at nearby Rick’s Cafe.

**AMAZING AMENITY:** The Caves puts its surrounding natural splendor to good use, most notably in offering guests the option of a romantic dinner for two in an actual cave. Rounding out the atmosphere are scattered petals, soft candlelight and the sound of lapping waves as you alternate your affectionate gaze between your companion and the sea.